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About This Content

Disclaimer - Dark Deception Complete pre-purchases all 4 paid Dark Deception chapters. You get access to Chapters 2,3,4,
and 5 as they are released. By pre-purchasing, you are guaranteed the largest discount on each chapter. You cannot buy Dark
Deception Complete if you have already bought an individual chapter Your build of Dark Deception will be immediately
updated as new chapters release, all the way to completion of the game. You'll also be supporting our indie team early on when

we need it most!

Don't want to buy each Dark Deception Chapter individually? Dark Deception Complete is the complete Dark Deception game
and you are able to pre-purchase all 4 DLC chapters at a discounted price.

Dark Deception mixes the fast-paced style of classic arcade games with fun horror game design. Trapped in a dark world full of
nightmarish mazes and ridiculous monsters, the only way out is to face the darkness and find a way to survive. Your only guide
on this journey is a mysterious woman, who may or may not be a friend. There's nowhere to hide in this dark realm. Run or die

- it's your choice.
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Title: Dark Deception Complete
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Glowstick Entertainment
Publisher:
Glowstick Entertainment
Franchise:
Dark Deception
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4330/AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB/ AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: 60fps low settings at 1080p

English
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pretty cool puzzle games most levels are easy some are hard and in my opinion some are just luck like the plinko level 23. i
always loved dominos as a kid so i thought it would be a neat game to try out and i liked it. they even have a freeplay mode
where you can set up what ever you want. This game is designed to be as frustrating as possible. There is one boss that is hard,
but can be beat normally. Then you have a choice of:
A: Boss fight with a mob that dodges your attacks and literally blacks out the interface so that you have to just click randomly
around while your party dies.
B. Boss that only takes one point of damage. After about 10 minutes you get him down to 80% health and then he heals to full.

Maybe with a cheat guide there is some trick to these fights, but there is no feedback that will allow you to learn over time. So
even if such guide was available (currently is not), do you want to follow the cheat guide to play?

Also, after party got wiped out completely the game crashed so I don't know how it treats death. In a split second it looked like it
gave me 10 gold for dying. I need 1000 more gold to buy the cheapest new party member (not that this would help versus either
boss) so maybe if I died 100 times I could buy one and have some modest progress?

If you have that much free time, let me know how it turns out for you :). Nice layout.

  We can eat donut.
. Same as first, but with Zombies! Not just Zombies but GUNS too! Graphics, ect. Basically everything we wanted from the
Original game, but with a different price and standalone!

EDIT: Don't like the fact that it's standalone though.. Dead game, do not buy.. A childhood dream come true!

Have you ever wanted to be Merlin, in his tower, fiddeling with spells and casts.
Or imagine being his apprentice and you found yourself with a book of spells to experiment with.

This is something to introduce people into VR. It's an amazing experience.

10/10 I ♫ xylophons. this game is good i like it :D
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What a fun tower defense game! Nothing groundbreaking mechanically but being forced to plan your tower placement before
the level begins is a unique challenge and the different shapes of the towers is the real source of the fun for me. It's definitley
easy for the first dozen levels and some of the voice work can be grating after the 30th time. Don't be afraid to snag this game
for yourself or any young children who like games like Plants Vs Zombies or Kingdom Rush.. I'm not sure what I expected, and
I understand that it's in early development, but this feels like a flash project a 6th grader might have made.. good game BUT... I
spent around $20 on google, would be nice if we could link the account.. One of the best ova's ive watched would high suggest
to watch but should play the visual novel first to get the full experience. over all the game is good
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